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Introduction
What is the problem?
How do we drive a conversation between a depression patient and his/her doctor about
choosing the best depression medication? Currently, the Mayo Clinic employs paper cards,
which are currently welldesigned and useful. However, the Clinic is trying to find a digital
solution to driving this conversation. A digital solution would also be useful in case a quick
update needs to be made to the information on the cards based on new research.
Goal
We aim to design a digital tool that foments a fruitful conversation between a depression patient
and his/her doctor. Signs of what we consider to be a successful conversation include:
 Obvious verbal communication between the two parties
 shared information between the two parties
 Feeling of a mutual or shared decision on the final medication
Research: Comparative Analysis
Initially, the problem seems like an optimization problem. What is the best medicine compared
to other medicines? We looked at websites that allow you to compare products, filter and sort
such as carbuying and big retail websites. We also looked at websites that are geared toward
steering conversation about a difficult issue such as depression or abortion. We were curious to
see 1) how the digital atmosphere played a role in sorting options and coming to a decision and
2) what language is being used in discussing difficult topics?

JD Power
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Amazon

The pamphlet 
Interactive Narrative(
http://www.amniodex.com/amnioweightool.html
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Depression quest

Information about Depression
 Medications take 68 weeks to work
 Medications are usually taken long term
 Although depression patients are different, we are designing for General practice
 Physicians usually need drug information as well, which is why it’s important to include
the drug name in addition to the brand name and the categories (ie SNRI)
Conclusions based on initial thoughts and research
 Consider using a ratings system or a filter to gradually get rid of “suboptimal options.”
 Use as little text as possibleshould rely on more visuals
 consider having the physician “drive” the conversation. Obviously, this will be with patient
participation but the physician can be the initial driver.
Questions for Ian/Other Questions
 How do you start a conversation about depression medication?
 Starts with “is the treatment necessary?”
 Are they treating general depression or specific kinds such as SAD or clinical?
 How to develop the system so the conversation can flow naturally
 Where is the patient and doctor in the process?

Diagnosis has been made already

 Patient has already been taking depression medication
 Is this all done in one sitting?
 No  it can be a recurring process
 Are there MRI or EEG resources to measure neurotransmitter levels or to confirm
depression?
 No Brain Scans
 How often is the patient seeing the doctor?
 Monthly
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Designs Week 1
Design 1

Design 2
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Design 3

Design Critiques
 Need to work on hierarchy. No one is going to “rank” their issues of concern. Also, in one
of the iterations, issues don’t seem central to the design. The issue boxes need to be
much more prominent than the drugs.
 Although the scale is straightforward, how does the user know what level of each issue
they want?
 Figure out a starting point for conversation such as “what is your major concern with
taking a medication?”
 include options to discuss issues outside of the Predefined categories
Work the hierarchy
 The filtering down interaction good on the first design
 Issues must be central  unclear hierarchy in all designs
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Feedback From Office Hours
 Think about how to work closer to the actual cards
 Look at mayo clinic depression website (how they’ve already implemented it digitally)
 Add a border on sketches
 Therapy MRI Support group not in scope of card

Designs Week 2
Design 1:
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Design 2

Link to design 2:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8qQlpKlfpRuZ2MyeGhqQUFMWi1EWnVpNzhKck9O
RE91SnRF&authuser=0
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Critiques: Week 2
Keep in mind: 
there is not a set number of issues that the patient wants to go over
Ideas from other groups:
 Make groups of drugs stand out (SNRI, etc.)
 Opacity adjustments of eliminated medications
 Range selection for issues with medications
 Onescreen solution (optimized solution)
Feedback for our Group
 Overall, the design is very straightforward. Others can clearly tell what our design goals
were.
 Suggestions: use
star or check mark instead of exclamation point. Exclamation makes it

seem like there’s an emergency.
 colors on design 2 is distracting  too much of it.
 Still unclear hierarchy  Weighting of importance?
 Still unclear how to use the sidebar in design 1 or how it’s useful
 Go back to the cards  really think about how to digitize something that is already pretty
successful
 Really think about the first question and use that as a starting point

Week 3 Designs
Design 1

Use is
presented
with issues 
user may
select any
issues either 1
or 2 at a time
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User adjusts the two gray sickles on the bar to indicate an acceptable range of effect for that issue.
Medications that fall within that range are indicated with a dot appearing below

At any time the
user can compare the medications by clicking the medication under possible treatments
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Design 2

Borrow familiar graphics and color directly from existing Mayo Clinic page. Start by asking question: “what
issue would you like to consider?”

Once issue is clicked, both patient and doctor are able to adjust levels
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User can then get to the My Meds page to compare save medications.

Feedback Week 3
Design 1
 Good use of the onescreen solution since the user can see all options all of the time
but may be visually overwhelming.
 Needs something closer to the plus Minus
 The slider may be too mechanical for a fluid conversation
Design 2
 Keep all the options there all the time. The user may have to compromise some
information to view others.
 Change the color identity on the starting screen
 Use more neutral color pallet. Colors seem too saturated.
 Use smaller Squares at the beginning
 Click with windows opening see all the drugs
 maybe extra information can open up in tabs
 The movement from one screen view to the other does not yet seem fluid
Notes from Mayo Clinic Patient Video
 Depression patient was very interested in having a human conversation with her doctor
rather than look at the cards and decide mechanically
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Depression patient was looking at the doctor rather than the cards
Depression patient talked about taking prozac before and saying it didn’t work for her but
then chose it at the very end because the doctor suggested trying it again
Thoughts: this video made us much more skeptical of the digital solution  especially one
that is in any way too distracting.

Moving forward
Overall, past design critiques and the Mayo Clinic real scenario has made us more
skeptical of the digital solution. It seems that the conversation needs to have a very
human element and anything distracting from that would be hurting the interaction. Also,
the conversation is not about the “optimal medication.” Instead, it is about
 This
 cards are useful  stick to cards as much as possible
 Get rid of the “filter” or optimization system. As we’ve seen in the video, the patient
ended up choosing a medication she had originally crossed out. This is not about
optimization, as Ian said, it’s about finding a solution that makes both parties feel good
about the decision.

Designs Week 4
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This design capitalizes on the familiarity of the cards. It is basically enhancing the cards in digital form.
Users will be able to sort by both issues and drugs, highlight and sort. The idea is to provide information but
not be distracting.
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This
concept aims for a simple onescreen solution. The design simplifies the choices by giving the user three
qualitative options rather than a slider. The user then can see which medications about by seeing the dots
that match the issue s/he chose.

Feedback from March 24th designs
Concept 1
Too much info  found overwhelming
 Need to present in a more user experience, storydriven way. Try going through
the process as if a patient is coming in to the clinic.
Concept 2 ← Move forward with this
Simplicity on 1 screen good
General direction words used good
zaxis to explore here
move from the language of the evidence to language of concern on qualitative
measurements selection
Question: How are we helping people understand what medical evidence is? i.e.
population based INB4 ON AVERAGE
Nassim notes on design improvements
Topic gaps should be closer to section
next 2 dot add info when issue selected
More clear indication of clickability of issue levels
1 finger margins in text boxes
75% gray on drug boxes
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80% gray on section headings
No center aligned text
No mirror on comparison
+ / in circles ← circles bigger
circle radio button on left side
Need to explore the language used in our designs  how do we use language that drives
conversation?
Sleep (how is your sleep?)
I’m sleeping well
I’m too much
I’m not sleeping enough
Stopping approach (Can you take the drug routinely?)
I have a strict routine
No routine
I have a lax routine
Weight (how is your weight?)
Im okay with my weight
I want to lose weight
I do not mind gaining weight
Cost (what is your budget?)
050
50100
100+
Sexual (Are you concerned about your sex life?)
I have too much libido
I have too little libido
I’m not concerned about my sex life

Designs Week 5
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Design 1
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Design 2
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These are two versions of the same design. They both incorporate the simple dot feedback from
the previous design and simple declarative language.
Iteration Critiques


Ian likes the shift to declarative language but concerned with it not driving the
conversions. He mentioned that he’s worried this could be used as a sort of fillout form
without really having the conversation.
ways to make it more conversational

Challenges:
 Language is challenging. how do we ask a question in a noninvasive and nonawkward
wayespecially surrounding topics like budget, weight and libido.

Talking about Language
shape your language to give people room for more explanation  not checkbox style. THink
about how different designs drive a specific conversation.
IDEA: “beginning  say “these drugs can affect you in the following ways…”
Possible ways to Phrase Issues
Sleep (Will affect my sleep?)
It will make awake
It’ll make you sleepy
It wont affect your sleep
Stopping approach (Will I get sick if I stop taking it?)
You’ll likely get sick
Youll be fine
You could get sick
Weight (Will it affect my weight?)
+25
No change
25
Cost (How much will it cost?)
050
50100
100+
Sexual (Will it affect my libido?)
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You’ll have less libido
You’ll have more libido
no change
Notes Moving Forward
 Focus on language  Keep it more conversational
 Ask questions in a way that is central to the user’s life
 Make that “it” means the drug more clear
 How do we get to the point where we are comparing two comparisons?
 How to include the possibility of removing a medication form the conversation
Compare treatments bin
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Final Designs
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Feedback
 Highlight feature/pressed buttons not immediately clear. Needs to be more visually
noticeable
 Maggie suggested that getting the patient to talk about what medicines s/he has taken is
a good conversation starter. For example, a patient could say something like “I’m not
taking prozac because it made me drowsy last time.” the Doctor can then use that as a
segway to talk about sleep as an issue.
 Ian suggested the “tell me the story” approach. Perhaps a next iteration could ask the
patient if s/he has taken any of these medications before.
 Overall, the simplistic, onescreen approach was wellliked.

Conclusion
Our design solution for the digital platform of Med Choice underwent three major
paradigm shifts. At first, our approach was to design an optimization system that filtered the
medications down to the one “best” choice for the patient. This approach, however, was not
conducive to having a fruitful discussion between patient and doctor. Our second approach was
to stick to the cards as much as possible  basically recreating the physical paper card in a
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digital format. Feedback on this approach was mixed but overall, we felt we needed to focus on
sustaining a better conversation between doctor and patient. Our last shift focused on how to
word the questions surrounding the issues. Even analyzing the difference in connotation
between similar words such as “budget” versus “cost.” While we feel our final design is a simple,
effective solution, this theory still needs to be tested with reallife patients and doctors. Also, in
future iterations, we may consider beginning the conversation by asking the patients to make
what medications they have previously taken and their experiences with them and drive the
conversation from there.
Overall, finding the digital solution was much more difficult that we had anticipated.
Because the digital program is supposed to be a catalyst to finding the proper medication but at
the same time foster a human conversation, it was difficult to find a balance of something
powerful yet can stay in the background. We thought about different scenarios while designing
and came to the conclusion that there is probably not an optimal design for this kind of problem.
Patients and doctors are diverse and their conversations can branch in many different
directions. Whatever the digital solution, we can be quite certain that it will still need to stay in
the background and not overtake the human conversation between doctors and patients.
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